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My Backyard Wednesday am: 
How many phenophase’s can you count



To date, phenology
has provided the 
most widespread and  
coherent signal of 
climate change
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Greatest changes near the border

Left: © University of Minnesota Press:
J. Tester, 1995.  Fig. 1.6
Right: MN DNR map image



MN annual temperature history 1895-
2007

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide from Mark Seeley showing Minnesota’s annual temperature history with 5-year tendencies (moving averages).  Clearly shows a warming trend in past 25 years.



MN seasonal temperature history 1895-
2007



Union of Concerned Scientists 
report: 
http://www.ucsusa.org/greatlakes/pd
f/minnesota.pdf

2095 seasonal 
climate 

comparisons



growing season length

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Probably just roll through these and say I can elaborate on any in the q&a period



pest 
outbreaks



pollination services

Photo:  K. Oberhauser



human 
health



Eastern Canada –timing of shad fishing

Wampanoag of Cape Cod – timing of corn planting

management decisions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phenology often linked to resources important to humans – used in oral histories and language – squamish of the pacific NW the squamish word for ‘August’ means the ‘when the salal berries ripen’





Connect 
with 
nature



MN has 20+ years of data

• Birds = 45
• Butterflies = 41
• Plants = 140

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unfortunately for today’s seminar…we’ve just started to look at the data – will be available online by mid-May – will need help in this effort as I know quite a bit about plants but no so much about birds & butterflies or amphibians and dragonflies…today, I want to give you a ‘teaser’!



Phenology data helps understand 
climate change impacts



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Larry Weber’s phenology notebook showing his entries on day 24,635 and 24,636.  Feb. 27 and 28, 2014. He writes exactly one page of notes each day, plus species lists at the front and back.





Developing tomorrow’s
Citizen Scientists



A Stepwise Process





“I Wonder” Board



Develop testable questions

• Students become scientist when they pose 
questions

• Develop a Hypotheses: best guess

• Plan and test to confirm or contradict their 
hypothesis 

• Analyze and Interpret the results
• Conclude and Report if hypothesis is 

supported with data, use charts or graphs



Claim, Evidence, Reasoning & 
Rebuttal

• Claims answer the research question

• Evidence supports the claim

• Reasoning provides a logical connection 
between evidence and the claim

• Rebuttal looks at alternative explanations



Record what you see!



Evidence, Claim & Reasoning 
- draw claims from the data -





Focus on a few 
species



Data 
visualizations





Outcomes



Eastern tailed blue (Cupido comyntas) 
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Sandhill Crane arrival

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Responder – texas and florida



Yellow-rumped Warbler arrival

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Responder – overwinter in southern US



Baltimore Oriole
arrival

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Non-responder – overwinter in central and south america



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dataset might be able to explore these patterns and others e.g. declining versus stable versus increasing



Earlier leafing in central MN
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What about MN?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contrast with red maple – shorter data set but…aspen from this same time period shows trend



Bud Break for Red Maples???

• Red Maple may be sensitive to winter chill 
days

• # of days below zero



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Early experimental work – largely in the fruit breeding industry



Como Lake Neighborhood Phenology



Street sweepers

• Reduces P if used at correct 
intervals
– Only $40-100 per kg of P 

removed

• Impact of phenology on street 
sweeping timing
– What species are the biggest 

contributors of P into lakes
• Decomposition experiment 

in a parking lot
– St. Paul Norway maples in 

2011
*Figure out when to sweep 

based on the phenology of 
the most problematic 
species

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why phenology?
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Northern, boreal species

Balsam fir Paper birchJack pineWhite spruce Trembling aspen

Red maple
Bur oak

White pineSugar maple Red oak

Southern, temperate species

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planted into existing vegetation – realistic interactions with ground layer vegetaion



buried 
cables 

ceramic 
heaters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
10 cm below surface; environmental monitor soil moisture, toil temperature, vegetation surface temperature, air temperature



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So long-term data can tell us a lot but also limiting (1) length and quality of record and (2) dependent on weather/climate conditions over the records – can they predict future conditions that might move plants/animals outside of the historical ranges? Need experiments to ‘push the envelope’.



Open Canopy Closed Canopy

Ambient

Bud not broken Bud not broken

+3.6

Bud broken Bud broken

Northern red oak – April 27, 2010



Open Closed

Ambient

Broken Broken
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Broken Broken

Northern red oak – May 4, 2010



Open Closed

Ambient

Broken Broken
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Broken Broken

Northern red oak – May 11, 2010



Open Closed

Ambient

Broken Broken

+3.6

One Leaf Full One Leaf Full

Northern red oak – May 18, 2010



Betula papyrifera

Populus tremuloides

Acer rubrum

Acer saccharum 

Quercus macrocarpa 

Quercus rubra 
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Recruit and train a 1000 statewide 
network of observers to monitor 

plants and animals

→ → Or

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowing the past not enough…need to continue to monitor into the future – update and test prediction, learn more, THE NETWORK!!!Argue that we know how to do this, have basic infrastructure and nsupport to ramp up efforts.  Activity 1 allows us to be more targeted (use resources well) – Activity 2 provides develops a human network to provide data into the future!



Phenology  Trails in 10 Nature Center



Getting Started



Trail signage



Belwin Nature Center Phenology Trail





Backyard Phenology Questions:

• What changes you have observed in nature 
over your life time?

• What is your theory of change? 

• How does change happen?



























www.usanpn.org/mnpn
Stephan Carlson 

carls009@umn.edu

http://www.usanpn.org/mnpn
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